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The relevance of the topic of the thesis is grounded on the context of the intensive 

excavations of Late Neolithic sites in area of the Eastern Balkans which previously was almost 

unexplored. The focus is on three main areas: the Southern Bulgarian Black Sea Coast, the 

Tundzha region and the Lower Thrace subregion. Until recently in these territories the second 

half of the 6th and the beginning of the 5th mil. BC were a blank spots in the Balkan prehistoric 

archaeology, the choice of pottery assemblages as a sure marker for the development of socio-

cultural processes is completely natural and logically precedes the future research of other 

elements of the material culture. 

The thesis consists of a main text (318 pages, including reference) and a separate volume 

with maps, four appendices (classification schemes of pottery assemblages; graphics of the 

correlations between the major forms and series; radiocarbon dates; comparative tables and 

codes of basic forms and series), tables and illustrations.  

The main objectives of the thesis are clearly formulated: systematization of the data on 

the Late Neolithic pottery assemblages of settlements and „pit sanctuaries“ in the indicated 
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zones and introducing the results into the light of the cultural interactions in the Circumpontic 

zone. The resulting tasks are listed in detail and consequently. 

A substantial part of the text is dedicated to the research methodology. Analytical 

processes related to the examination of pottery assemblages are described in detail, and although 

individual decisions and stagings of the author may raise objections, they are rather technical 

and secondary in nature and, with few exceptions, do not affect the achieved final results. 

Here is the place to discuss the research approach chosen by the doctoral student; 

although not described by her, it is distinctly followed throughout the structure of the thesis. 

Cultural history has long been an adequate methodological tool – as a stage in the development 

of the archaeological discipline and mainly because of the scarce database in the recent past. It 

can still be successfully used today, but only in intra-regional and local studies or, on the other 

hand, in large-scale philosophical determinations for a better accuracy in the historiographical 

discourses, as well as a kind of archaeological jargon. Concerning the supraregional correlations 

based on material culture from different areas with numerous sites (over thirty), this choice 

could model distorted patterns of cultural interactions. However, I must emphasize that Galina 

Samichkova managed in one way or another to overcome most of the problems caused by the 

aassumption of this methodology. 

The territorial and chronological boundaries of the research are clearly described and 

motivated and are synchronized with the goals. 

The structure of the thesis is compatible, logical and clear which is an important 

prerequisite for the realization of the main goals and perfectly demonstrates the scientific 

principles of the author, strictly followed throughout the thesis. 

The database is impressive and includes information from 34 archaeological sites and 

over 20,000 clay vessels. A huge amount of material has been systematized and analyzed, and 

this is one of the most important scientific contributions of the thesis. The irregular distribution 

of the sites in the three research areas and in the neighboring regions reflects the state of 

research, but does not constitute an essential obstacle to the implementation of the goals. With 
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few exceptions, the various informative value of the sources is also taken into account and does 

not lead to great „distortion“ of the result. 

The deliberated search for contacts in south and southeast direction remains unexplained 

in the text. This is particularly important because it reflects a new, higher level of understanding 

of the results of the analyses. Obviously the contacts in the other directions are identified. For 

readers fascinated by prehistoric archeology the reason for this research emphasis is clear, but 

scientific impartiality requires efforts to establish interactions with other neighboring regions as 

well. 

In the first three chapters of the thesis, Mrs. Samichkova introduces the database from 

the three studied areas – the Late Neolithic sites with their pottery assemblages. This section 

also includes an intra-regional comparative analysis. The chapters have a constant structure – 

an excellent solution that allows for adequate analysis, especially comparative analysis, as well 

as full drawing of conclusions. As for the „synthesis of data“ from the discussed areas, it presents 

characteristic of the pottery assemblages during the two stages. 

These three chapters make a significant scientific contribution with the introduction of a 

huge amount of systematized material together with detail characterization. At the same time, 

however, they most clearly reflect the problematic use of cultural-historical models, since the 

attribution or nonattribution of one or another pottery assemblage to those of the two Late 

Neolithic „cultural phenomena“ Karanovo III-IV and Karanovo IV, which is based on the 

identification of more or less similarity and more or less local/regional peculiarities, for which 

no precise criteria have been introduced, and it seems to me that no precise criteria can be 

introduced. Without going into the details of the numerous definitions and even more numerous 

uses of the term „archaeological culture“, I must emphasize that it is precisely Galina 

Samichkova's conscientious analyzes of such large-scale databases that show the uncertainty of 

the results of such an approach. 

The summaries in the end of every chapter synthesize very well the aquired information 

and are a solid base both for the final conclusions of the thesis and for new future studies on the 

Late Neolithic material culture. 
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The fourth chapter contains an interregional comparative analysis of the examined 

pottery assemblages in order to place them in the context of the information from the 

Southeastern Balkans, Northwest and Central Anatolia and the Aegean islands. This section is 

also a contribution in its own way, although the analysis does not go much further than 

registering the presence/absence of parallels. 

The conclusion successfully summarizes the main conclusions of the chapters. 

The language of the thesis is clear and generally correct, the citation is correct and 

comprehensive. The textual appendices, map material, tables, graphics and illustrations are 

carefully prepared,being an integral part of the work and appropriately complement it. 

The Summary adequately presents the thesis in a summary and contains a correct 

reference to its scientific contributions. G. Samichkova participated as a co-author in six 

publications on the topic of the thesis, although five of them are in the series „Archaeological 

discoveries and excavations“. 

CONCLUSION 

Galina Samichkova has obtained the educational and qualification degree „Master“ in 

Archeology and meets the minimum national requirements under Art. 2b, para. 2 and 3 of 

ZRASRB. Despite my critical comments on the overall research approach and individual 

moments in the study, the original scientific contributions indicated in the review, the theoretical 

interpretation of the results of the analyzes and the consistent application of scientific 

methodology in the thesis allow me to believe that Galina Petkova Samichkova should be 

awarded the educational and scientific degree „doctor“.1 

Aldòmirovtsi 

29/07/2022      Assoc. Prof. Dr. Krum Bachvarov 

                                                 
1 Translation: Katya Melamed 


